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Most people in Britain never get
around to making a Will. We
would rather not think about
death; we either think it is
tempting “fate”, or we “don’t have
much”, or that our partner or
spouse, or children, will
automatically inherit everything. Yet, statistically,
those who have made a Will are more likely to live
longer than those who haven’t.  And as far as your
personal worth is concerned, if you follow the little
exercise in this booklet, you could be pleasantly
surprised!  Sadly for your nearest and dearest, if you
don’t make a Will, your property will be split in
accordance with the law and not as you would have
wished.

Making a Will is the single most important thing we
can do to look after those we care about, and the
cause most dear to us.

The vital campaigns of the National Anti-Vivisection
Society and the non-animal medical research projects
of the Lord Dowding Fund for Humane Research are
bringing us closer to the end of animal experiments.
Legacies are a very important part of our future
planning and expansion of our work. You will see
examples of our work throughout this booklet.

So it’s important for you to make your Will, for the
sake of your family and friends, and others you would
want to benefit.

I met Elisa (opposite) inside a UK laboratory; she has
metal bolts and electrodes permanently implanted in
her head.  I will never forget the look in her
expressive eyes.  This picture always reminds me, if
we don’t care, then who will?

Thank you for taking the time to care for those who
cannot speak for themselves.

Jan Creamer, Director



own, you might be pleasantly surprised.  Whatever
you have, isn’t it important to you, that it goes to
those people and causes that you care about?
Everybody should make a Will.

A properly drawn up Will is cheaper than the mess,
and possible heartache, left for your relatives if you
have not made a Will.

Making a Will can also be a very satisfying
experience, you can be content knowing that you
have taken care of those you love, and helped the
causes you care about.

“I can’t afford it / It’s too difficult.”

It’s easy to make your Will, and costs less than you
think. You can telephone a local solicitor for a price.
They will be delighted to hear from you.  In some
cases, Legal Aid is available.

Getting a little organised with your thoughts and
assets before you go to the solicitor will also make it
much easier, and cheaper (because you save their
time).  Knowing, for instance, how much you own,
whom you wish to benefit, executors etc., all helps.
See our section on how to go about making your
Will.

“I made my Will years ago.”

Have you looked at it again recently?  Does it reflect
changes such as the birth of new family members,
changes in your financial
circumstances, marriage,
separation, divorce, the sad
loss of friends or relatives
mentioned in your original
Will, causes which you
would like to benefit?

You can alter your Will by
attaching a ‘Codicil’, signed

“Why should 
I make a Will?”
If you die without making a Will, you will be
‘intestate’, and this means that if you have no close
relatives, your money and property could all go to the
state.

Even if you do have relatives you are still handing the
decision over to the legal system, and your property
will be divided up in accordance with the rules of law,
rather than what you would wish.

“I’m married.   My spouse will inherit
everything anyway.”

You may believe, as many people do, that your
husband, wife, or partner, will automatically inherit
everything you own (called your ‘estate’) when you
die.  This may not happen.

If you die without making a Will, the law will divide
your property between your relatives.  This could
mean that your partner has to sell the house in order
to share its value with your other relatives.  And more
distant relatives may have a claim on your estate, even
though you did not intend to benefit them.

“My children will inherit everything”

But who is to look after your children if your partner
dies?  In making your Will, you can take the
opportunity to appoint guardians if your children are

under 18. You could also set up
trust funds for their future,
which could also save tax on
your estate.

“I don’t own enough to
make a Will

worthwhile.”

When you get around to
adding up everything you
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by two independent witnesses in the same way as
your original Will.  If you make major changes your
solicitor can help you make a completely new Will.

If you wish to leave a bequest to the National Anti-
Vivisection Society or the Lord Dowding Fund, (or
our partner group the Animal Defenders) we have
enclosed a codicil form which needs to be witnessed
and signed in the same way as your original Will.

“What if I change my mind?”

It’s easy and simple to change your Will, and you can
change it as often as you like. You will need a codicil,
as detailed above.

“I’m on my own.  I don’t need a Will.”

If you have no relatives, and you don’t make a Will,
everything you have worked for all your life will go to
the state.

By making a Will, you can choose where your money
and property should go when you die; to your dearest
friends, and those causes you support.
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What’s been achieved

Exposed!
We believe that the more
people know about
animal experimentation,
the less they support it.

NAVS has gathered
photographs and video
inside laboratories that
has brought people face
to face with the reality of
animal research – often
for the first time.

St Mary’s Hospital
Medical School:  Rat

with an electrode
implanted in his

brain.

Charing Cross & Westminster
medical School:  Labrador with
a pacemaker to deliberately
induce heart failure.

Oxford University:
A live mouse is

smashed to death
against a bench

top.

Toxicol Laboratories:  Beagle
puppies force fed weedkiller.

Institute of
Neurology:  Monkey
with bolts and
electrodes screwed
into her head.
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The Benefits of
Making a Will
To provide for your family.  Secure the future;
if you have children, guardians can be appointed in
the Will.

Provide for any pets who may survive you.

Make sure that your wishes are carried
out; this can save anguish for your relatives and
friends, and benefit special causes.

Making your Will, then keeping it up to date
means that new family members, friends or good
causes can be included as the years go by. You can
alter your Will very easily, as often as you choose.

Benefit your friends; there are often special
keepsakes that you wish to pass on to friends.  They
may not receive them if you do not make a Will.

Support your chosen cause. The future work
of campaigning groups such as the National Anti-
Vivisection Society depends to a large extent upon
the support of legacies.  Lord Dowding Fund projects
can be supported through legacies.

Properly made Wills can reduce tax payments .

It gives you the opportunity to decide who
you would like to have administer your estate (the

executors); this may be family members,
trusted friends, or paid professionals
such as solicitors or accountants.
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What’s been achieved

Publicised!

The NAVS campaigns team has
kept laboratory animals in the

public eye through imaginative
publicity campaigns including:  a

giant beagle; our touring
campaign bus;  massive rallies;

giant public projections; and
catching the eye as ‘Angry

Bunnies’ at the
party

conferences.
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4.  Children

It may be appropriate to set up a trust if you are
planning to leave money to young children or
grandchildren, ask your solicitor. This can reduce tax,
and holds the money for them until they are older.

5.  Pets

Do you have any pets you wish to have looked after?
Your Will is an opportunity to make sure they are
taken care of. The National Anti-Vivisection Society
would be delighted to help you with care, or homes,
for your pets.

6.  Specific bequests

Specific bequests can take the form of sums of money
or objects of value which you may wish to leave to
named people or named organisations.  make a list of
these.

7.  What to do with the residue

Your estate may in crease in value over time.  This
could mean that after all expenses have been paid and
all legacies and gifts handed out, there will still be
money left over, called the residue.  This
unpredictable amount is most conveniently left to a
campaigning group such as the National 
Anti-Vivisection Society (free of tax).  It is essential
that a Will deals with the residue of the estate.

8.  Appoint executors

Appointing an executor – someone to carry out the
instructions contained in your Will – is the next step.
An executor can be a trusted friend or a family
member over 18, and can also be a beneficiary of the
Will. You can have two to four executors; often one
of them is a paid professional, such as a solicitor, and
their fees will come out of your estate.
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How do I write my
Will, then?
Once you have decided to write your Will it can be
more gratifying than you would imagine.  It is an
opportunity to show your appreciation for those you
love, and help the causes most dear to you.

Here are some easy steps to follow, and we have
included some checklists to complete, to help in your
preparation:–

“Can I do it myself?”

It’s always best to have the final document drawn up
by a professional advisor such as a solicitor. There are
standard forms available, but the wording you use
may be open to misinterpretation, causing
unnecessary worry and heartache for your family.  A
solicitor can help avoid this.

1.  Choose a solicitor

Someone you know may recommend a solicitor, or
you can look in your local telephone directory.  A
solicitor will make sure that your Will is written
clearly and is legally binding.

2.  List the things you own

You can use the list enclosed in the back cover to help
you to value your estate. You may be pleasantly
surprised at how much you are worth!  Preparing this
before you go to your solicitor will save you time and
money; you can then give it to your solicitor to help
them draw up the Will.

3.  Who do you wish to benefit?

You need a list of ‘beneficiaries’ those family, friends
and organisations to whom you wish to give money
or gifts.  Make a list of the names and addresses of
people and organisations that you wish to benefit in
your Will, and take this to you solicitor as well.
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9.  Sign before witnesses

Each Will needs two neutral witnesses.  Often these
are members of the solicitor’s staff.  A solicitor can
sign the Will on behalf of a blind person or a person
who is unable to write.

10.  Keep a copy

After signing, it is a good idea to let your solicitor or
bank manager look after the original of your Will.
You should take a copy for your own reference, and
let your executors know where the original is kept.

11.  Remember to update your Will

If there is any change in your circumstances, you
should change your Will.  Marriage, separation,
divorce, children, change in financial circumstances,
the sad loss of someone you intended to benefit in
your Will, or organisations you may wish to benefit,
can all affect your Will.  Usually, all that you need to
do in these instances is amend your Will by making a
‘codicil’. Your solicitor can help you to do this.

12.  Tax

Inheritance tax can be substantial, it affects more
people than is generally realised, and there are a
number of ways to reduce it:

Gifts now: Gifts given more than seven years
before you die are free of inheritance tax.  Small gifts
up to a certain limit each year can be made without
incurring liability for inheritance tax.  All gifts
between spouses are exempt.

Life assurance: You can name anyone or any
organisation as the beneficiary of an assurance policy
taken out on your life.  The money they receive will
be tax free.  This could be a good way to benefit an
organisation like the NAVS/LDF.

Trusts: Trusts for the education, care, or
maintenance of children or disabled people, or pets,
can have tax advantages.
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What’s been achieved

Saved!

Although our
investigations are

primarily
concerned with

gathering
evidence, many

animals have been
saved along the
way, including:
Beagle puppies
from lab dealer

Interfauna; a hamster
from Oxford University;
and chickens from City

of Westminster College.

Also, every year, tens of
thousands of frogs, rats,
rabbits, guinea pigs and

cats are saved from use in
undergraduate practicals,

thanks to computer
simulations developed with

grants from the Lord
Dowding Fund.
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Where there’s a Will,
there’s a Way to stop
animal suffering

Why you should include a gift to the
NAVS in your Will

Most people have a cause or a charity they would like
to support.  Founded in 1875, the NAVS plays a
leading role in the fight against animal experiments
and the movement towards the introduction of
humane, safer, technically superior non-animal
techniques.

The Lord Dowding Fund’s groundbreaking 
non-animal, scientific and medical research projects
have already saved thousands of animals, and people
have benefited too, from superior research techniques.

The Animal Defenders was initially established as a
department of the NAVS and is now a successful,
high profile campaigning organisation in its own
right.  See the separate booklet for Animal Defenders.

To do this vital work, we rely entirely upon voluntary
contributions from kind and generous people such as
yourself.

Contributions from legacies have enabled us to reach
the level of success we have achieved so far. We know
that our work can save the lives of both people and
animals, because better research, focused upon our
own species, will provide better medicines and more
reliable science.

Many people choose to leave money to the National
Anti-Vivisection Society or the Lord Dowding Fund
in their Will.  Please join them. Your generous
gesture is the gift of life for millions of animals, and a
lasting change in the way humanity treats other
species. Your gift will make our planet a kinder place
in future.  Thank you.
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Changing the
way people
think.....

changing the
world.....

Our campaign against the
killing of animals in

education saw an end to
the requirements for

dissection at A level in
schools.  We established

the right of students to
refuse to dissect animals.
Today students can study

biological sciences
without killing animals.

NAVS campaigns have helped
to persuade companies to
give up animal testing of
their products.  Today, many
‘Not Animal Tested’ products
are available for the
compassionate consumer.
The number of experiments
on animals in the UK has
been halved since the 1970’s.

We have brought
about a sea change in

public opinion about
animal experiments.
Despite the massive

secrecy that still
surrounds animal

research, the NAVS
has brought people

the facts.

What’s been achieved
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The work of the NAVS

Working within the law, the NAVS has brought the
plight of laboratory animals to the attention of caring
people. We work in the following ways:–

Produce scientific reports criticising animal
experiments, for parliament, government committees,
and media; ‘Biohazard’, a two year investigation into
the hazards of the creation of new diseases in animal
laboratories shocked MPs and scientists alike;
technical reports on animal research, and specific
laboratories – our report on one London laboratory
led to its licence to experiment on animals being
revoked; ‘’Accountability’, and ‘Access Denied’ on
secrecy and laboratories; ‘The Good Charities Guide’
(for those wishing to give to charity, but not to
vivisection); detailed historical perspectives on
medical advances showing how progress really came
about in fields including ‘Cancer’, ‘Diabetes’, ‘Corneal
Transplants’, ‘Blood Transfusion’ – often revealing how
animal research held back medical progress.

Making educational films and resources such
as educational programmes on CD and video, with
Teachers’ Worksheets.

Undercover investigations; our Field
Officers work undercover in laboratories and for lab
animal dealers, obtaining first-hand evidence, film,
and photographs for presentation to parliament and
media.  Bringing people face to face with the reality
of the secret world of animal experimentation.

Political pressure: At our parliamentary
exhibitions, meetings, and receptions, we screen
filmed evidence on the use of animals in labs, and
provide MPs and government officials with briefings;
we also attend the political party conferences to put
animals on the political agenda.  The NAVS is
supported by politicians from all parties.
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Information tours: These have
included a touring campaigns bus, town
centre information stands, and library
exhibitions.  Don’t be surprised to encounter
us at major shows, concerts, and festivals.

Publicity events: Our peaceful
marches and rallies have attracted 25,000
people; we have organised concerts; our giant
inflatable beagle has toured the country; we have
generated huge illuminations condemning vivisection;
we have sailed down the river Thames with our
message; and undertaken all manner of other events
to highlight animal suffering.

The NAVS founded Lab Animal Day, also
known as World Day for Laboratory Animals, which
is recognised by the United Nations and is
commemorated worldwide on April 24th every year.

We also established the Animal World Show

which brings together animal and environmental
organisations and includes talks, music, fashion, art,
cookery demonstrations, and health care.

Celebrity support: Our work is supported and
endorsed by TV and Hollywood stars, and other
personalities who help us keep our message in the
public eye, and often appear in our videos.

NAVS speakers give talks to schools,
universities, public meetings, clubs, political parties,
other interested groups, and appear in the media.

Education: We provide resources free of charge to
schools to enable children to examine and understand
the issues involved animal experimentation.

Every day, we respond to enquiries, showing that
animal experiments are not only cruel, but misleading
and dangerous.

Yet the NAVS is entirely dependent on voluntary
aid; we receive no government assistance, nor the
tax benefits of charitable status.
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The Lord Dowding
Fund for Humane
Research

The Lord Dowding Fund for Humane Research is a
department of the NAVS that has, for over 25 years,
provided funds for scientific and medical research,
without the use of animals.  Non-animal medical
research benefits both people and animals, because it
avoids the problem of the different response each
species has to drugs and chemicals.  It is these
differences that make the results from animal research
so unreliable.

Since its inception in 1973, the Lord Dowding Fund
has awarded approaching £2,000,000 in
grants, and thousands of animals have been saved.

10,000 frogs, rats, guinea pigs, rabbits and cats a year
are saved from death for education practicals, due to
replacement of animal work with our computer

simulation programmes.

Through the Lord Dowding Fund, we have
supported studies into cot deaths, lung, liver
and breast cancer, kidney dialysis,
drug testing, product safety testing,
Parkinson’s disease, infertility,
schizophrenia, and hepatitis B.

A method developed with our funding to test the
toxicity of dental fillings has been adopted
as a British Standard test.  This replaces types of
animal experiments such as drilling holes in the teeth
of monkeys and ferrets for dental research.

Our method of training surgeons in
microsurgery techniques using discarded human
placenta is already in use.

Our ‘Quantum pharmacology’ project led the way in
safer drug design, enabling scientists to design
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Progress
without

pain

Lord Dowding Fund
projects save animals

and advanced science for
people.

Cancer research:
in this LDF project,

human cells and
tumours are grown

in culture and
studied.

Bringing together modern technologies:  glass
fibres that dissolve in the body are being
explored for use as a scaffold for cultured
human cells for grafts to replace damaged
ligaments and tissues.

Using the latest in non-
invasive brain imaging

techniques, an LDF
project studies pain in

human patients, instead
of deliberately inflicting

pain on animals.

What’s been achieved
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NAVS and 
Charitable Status
Unfortunately for a great many campaigning groups
such as the NAVS, charity law in Britain is very
antiquated, and the definition of a charity very
narrow (defined 1891).  In fact, the legal definition of
a charity is so narrow that it does not include
animals, so an animal charity has to show that its
work brings some moral benefit to people!

Charities are not allowed to campaign to change the
law.  In effect they are only allowed to alleviate
suffering, not to lobby politically for change to
prevent it!

However, charities do get massive tax benefits.

The prime objective of the NAVS is to campaign for
legislative change to outlaw animal experiments.
Since charities are not allowed to do this we cannot
become a charity.

Thus non-profit making campaigning groups such as
the NAVS, Friends of the Earth, Greenpeace,
Amnesty International, Campaign for Lead Free Air
and many others, do not receive the tax benefits of
charitable status, and are treated by the Inland
Revenue as if we were companies making a profit.
Some organisations set up a separate charitable wing
for educational elements of their work

Charities are not more noble, or more worthy, than
campaigning groups such as the NAVS.  The only
difference between us is that campaigning groups
have to struggle on paying taxes as well as campaigns
expenditure, and charities are relieved of tax.

As a department of the NAVS, the Lord Dowding
Fund does not currently have charitable status.

This is why it is more important than ever that we
receive your help.  And, remember, we are working
towards bringing about permanent change.
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drugs by computer, avoiding the problems of species
differences.

In the field of cancer research, we have
supported projects which examine human cells in
culture rather than growing tumours on the backs of
mice.  Avoiding suffering and studying the right
species.

By supporting projects using new techniques that can
precisely analyse the biological make-up of
substances, we have enabled better quality control of
biological substances (such as insulin), vaccines, and
other medical products.
Saving animals and safer and more
relevant for people.

By avoiding the problems of species
differences, LDF projects are helping people,
because our projects concentrate on our
own species, and not the erroneous results
of animal tests.
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(e)  A Reversionary Bequest

Reversionary bequests allow you to leave someone a
gift from which they can benefit throughout their
lives.  After their death it passes to another person or
organisation named in your Will.  It is another
popular way of benefiting causes.

It is important that those intending to benefit
the Society include our full name and address
in their Will:–

It is very important for your solicitor to know the
Society’s correct name and address:

The National Anti-Vivisection Society,
261 Goldhawk Road, London, W12 9PE.

So please take this booklet with you when you make
your Will.

Sample Wording

I HEREBY BEQUEATH the residue of my estate to the
National Anti-Vivisection Society of 261 Goldhawk
Road, London, W12 9PE, free of all taxes, duties and
expenses, and I further direct that the receipt of the duly
authorised officer of the Society shall be sufficient
discharge of such legacy.

Even better, see our Codicil Form at the back of
this booklet for suggested wording for these types of
bequest.  This clearly lays out your intent, and would
need to be taken to your solicitor for signature,
witnessing, and attachment to your original Will.

Statement of Intention

It is very helpful to our future campaign planning if
we know that legacies will be coming to the Society
in future years (although we always hope not too
soon!). Would you kindly complete the statement of
intention slip, at the back of this booklet, and return
it to us? We would be most grateful, thank you.
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How to leave 
money to NAVS or LDF
Beneficiaries are the people or organisations to whom
you leave parts of your estate.  Bequests
(legacies/gifts) are what you leave to them.

The main types of bequests you can leave in your
Will are these:–

(a) A Residuary Bequest

After all your bequests have been made, and all the
debts, taxes, and funeral expenses are settled, there is
likely to be an amount of money left over. This is
called the residue.  A residuary gift is this remainder
of your estate; it can be given whole, or divided up
between a number of beneficiaries.  The residue is
frequently left to causes such as the National Anti-
Vivisection Society, or Lord Dowding Fund.

(b)  A Pecuniary Bequest

A pecuniary legacy is the gift of a fixed sum of
money. When making such a bequest it is important
to remember it will diminish with inflation, so needs
to be reviewed regularly, or perhaps index-linked.
Your solicitor can help with this.

(c) A Conditional, 
or Substitutional, Bequest

A conditional bequest states what should happen if
the beneficiary dies before you, i.e. a gift of, say,
£2,000 to a relative may specify that if the relative
were to die before you, their gift passes to a specific
group, such as the NAVS.  It is a common way of
donating money to campaigning groups.

(d) A Specific Bequest

A specific bequest is the gift of a particular item such
as jewellery, a house, car or painting.
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Other information on
how you can help
We always appreciate the support we receive for our
campaigns.  NAVS supporters receive our regular
magazine, The Campaigner, which outlines our
activities and the different ways supporters can get
involved. We also produce a range of publications
and leaflets, including one entitled “How you can
Help”.

Please become a regular supporter, so that we can
keep you informed of our efforts to help laboratory
animals.

The National Anti-Vivisection Society,
261 Goldhawk Road, London, W12 9PE.

Tel.  020 8846 9777

Fax.  020 8846 9712

E-mail.  info@navs.org.uk

Web.  www.navs.org.uk
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261 Goldhawk Road, London, W12 9PE.

Tel.  020 8846 9777      Fax.  020 8846 9712

E-mail.  info@navs.org.uk      Web.  www.navs.org.uk

NOTE:  This is only intended as a
guide.  You should consult a solicitor

before taking any action.


